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Biz of Acq — The Wiki of Acq 2:  Outreach from 




County, 1000 Hilltop Circle, Baltimore, MD 21250;  Phone: 410-455-6754;  Fax: 410-455-1598)  <flinchba@umbc.edu>
Column Editor’s Note:  This is Xan’s 
second article describing Stanford’s use of a 
wiki to improve Acquisitions services.  In her 
first article, she described the use of a wiki for 
internal Acquisitions procedures, and in this 
article, she describes using it to improve com-
munication and services provided to Collec-
tion Management staff.  The article provides 
useful ideas for content as well as insight into 
how to design and launch to maximize the 
impact on the intended audience. — MF

















to	Collection	Development	 in	 an	 organized	
manner,	allowing	dynamic	updates	as	needed?	
One	possible	 answer	 is	 a	wiki.	 	A	wiki	 can	








a central place for bibliographers to find the 
most	current	acquisitions-related	information,	
the	two	departments	will	always	know	where	
to find the documents and procedures needed 
for	their	work	together.
What Information Do They Need?
Bibliographers	in	a	large	academic	library	
need	a	great	deal	of	information	about	acqui-
sitions	 policies	 and	 procedures	 to	 perform	
their work efficiently.  As libraries start to 
take	 advantage	 of	 online	 vendor	 ordering	
databases,	 for	 example,	 bibliographers	must	
learn	how	to	use	these	databases	for	selection	
of	material	 and	 they	will	 need	 a	 continuing	
reference	in	how	these	databases	function.		The	























•	 How	 to	 run	 expenditure	 reports	 in	 the	
ILS;
•	 Serial	 cancellation	 deadlines	 for	 the	
year;


















Development team was the most obvious first 
step.		With	over	35	bibliographers	working	in	
many	sites	around	campus,	our	Acquisitions	




times	 to	make	 sure	we	 informed	 the	 entire	
Collection	Development	Department.
The	creation	of	a	bibliographers’	wiki	was	
easy,	 after	 our	 previous	work	 creating	 sites	
for	 internal	Acquisitions	 use.	 	 Since	we	use	
an	enterprise-level	wiki	with	several	distinct	




either	by	creating	a	 link	 in	 the	
bibliographers’	wiki	directly	to	
the	relevant	page	in	another	wiki	





wikis	 is	 that	 the	 basic	markup	
to	 create	 a	 document	 is	 easy,	
but	 creating	 an	 attractive	 page	











the	wiki	 are	 explained	 through	 screenshots,	
whenever	possible.		Each	step	of	a	procedure	
is	written	out	as	well	as	shown	in	a	screenshot	
to	 help	 the	more	 visual	 learners.	 	A	 good	
screenshot	tool	 is	 important	for	this	process,	
especially	one	 that	 allows	 addition	of	boxes	
and	 arrows	 to	highlight	 for	 the	viewer	what	
each	picture	is	trying	to	demonstrate.












a	more	 inviting	 face	 on	 the	wiki	 but	 it	 also	
helps	identify	the	space	for	users	who	may	be	
navigating	through	several	linked	wikis.
If You Build It, Will They Come?
So	you	have	a	brand	new	bibliographers’	
space	with	 lots	 of	 acquisitions	 information.	






start.	 	 Like	most	 people,	 I	 have	 often	 been	
introduced	 to	 a	 new	 resource	 that	was	 still	
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in	the	process	of	being	created	and	the	result	
has been that I look at it once, find very little 
information	 I	 need,	 and	 don’t	 remember	 to	
check	back	later,	when	the	resource	has	been	
fully	populated.
Since	 the	 announcement,	we	 have	 taken	
every	 opportunity	 to	 put	 the	wiki	 in	 front	
of	 the	 bibliographers.	 	 For	 example,	 a	mass	
email	announcing	training	sessions	on	a	new	
online	ordering	system	will	include	a	link	to	
screenshots	 posted	 up	 on	 the	wiki.	 	During	
these	 training	sessions,	 I	show	both	 the	new	
ordering	system	and	the	place	in	the	wiki	where	




Also,	when	 there	 is	 a	 new	procedure	 or	
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document	 is	 no	 longer	 the	 newest	 and	most	
relevant	link,	the	star	can	be	removed	or	the	
link	returned	to	its	original	place.
If Not A Wiki, Then What?





leading	 to	miscommunication	 and	 endless	
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In all the fierce debate about open access, there	is	unanimous	agreement	that	whatever	the	means	of	scholarly	communication	in	
the	future	will	be,	it	is	absolutely	essential	that	
peer	review	be	maintained	as	a	core	principle.	
The	 assumption,	 of	 course,	 is	 that	 having	
scholarship	 reviewed	 by	 experts	will	 give	
those	who	access	it	reasonable	assurance	that	
it	meets	the	standards	currently	accepted	by	a	
discipline	 for	 originality,	 conceptual	 clarity,	
responsible	use	of	sources,	proper	application	
of	methods	 of	 analysis,	 logical	 coherence,	
relevance of the evidence adduced to confir-







of	 knowledge	 in	 the	 discipline	 is	what	 that	














remained primarily focused upon, scientific 








editing	 on	 thousands	 of	 scientific	 articles,	
however,	 that	 there	 is	 still	wide	 scope	 for	




that	 the	 text	and	 the	equations	 say	 the	 same	
thing.”	He	also	adds	that	he	checks	“the	basic	
math	 in	 tables,	since	 it’s	amazing	how	often	
scientists	get	the	sums	and	averages	wrong.”)	
For	journals	in	the	humanities	and	social	sci-
ences,	 at	 any	 rate,	 copyediting	 surely	must	
continue	to	play	a	major	role	in	the	process	of	
quality	control.	As	advocates	of	open	access,	
having scored significant victories in the realm 




liberal	 arts	 to	 their	 cause,	 this	 role	 deserves	
more	understanding	and	emphasis	than	it	has	
hitherto	received.
I	 admit	 here	 to	 a	 personal	 bias.	 	 I	 began	
my	 publishing	 career	 in	 1967	working	 at	
Princeton University Press	as	a	copyeditor.	
Even	after	becoming	social	science	editor,	then	
assistant director, and finally editor-in-chief 
there,	 I	 still	 copyedited	manuscripts	 from	
time	to	time	for	the	sheer	enjoyment	of	doing	
so.  And even for the first several years after 















At first, as a beginning editor, I was appalled 
to find so many mistakes in the footnotes of 
even	senior	scholars.	 	I	especially	remember	
an	 expert	 on	Martin Luther	whose	 chapter	
in	an	edited	volume	contained	multiple	errors	












most	memorable	 example	 in	my	 experience	
is	 a	 book	 that	won	 a	Pulitzer Prize	whose	
copyeditor,	I	was	aware,	had	done	a	yeoman’s	
job	of	rewriting	the	work.		I	was	foolish	enough	
to	 have	mentioned	 this	 example,	 naming	
the	 title	 and	 author,	 in	 a	 public	 forum	once	
and	 subsequently	 received	 a	 letter	 from	 the	




matters, I was able to benefit from pro bono 











I	 therefore	marvel	 at	 the	 readiness	 of	 so	
many	advocates	of	open	access,	starting	with	
Stevan Harnad	who	 has	 long	 championed	
what	he	calls	Green	OA	(which	means	authors’	
self-archiving	of	their	peer-reviewed,	but	not	
yet	copyedited,	articles	on	their	personal	Web-
sites	and	those	of	their	institutions),	to	accept	a	
world	in	which	scholarly	communication	will	
increasingly	be	dominated	by	writing	that	has	
